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Abstract
WebRTC and SIP open up new interesting possibilities to combine legacy phone
systems and the PSTN directly with web applications. In this thesis I examine
how such an application can be built using Open Source Software and a SIP trunk.
The application is mainly directed towards customer service as a way to integrate
video calls in contact center solutions. The technologies and components behind the
application are explained before delving into implementation details. Problems faced
along the way when developing the application are presented along with solutions to
them.

Since the audio in a video call travels via the PSTN and is therefore not sent
over the IP network in its entirety, there exists audio/video synchronization error.
To quantify the differential delay, the latency of audio and video was measured.
The results show that audio is delayed w.r.t. video by 150-320 ms, depending on
various factors. This range is partly within the acceptable threshold of 240 ms,
which is defined by previous studies. The test results also show that using a VoLTE
connection and the PCMA codec minimizes audio delay.
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Sammandrag
WebRTC och SIP öppnar nya intressanta möjligheter att kombinera äldre telefon-
system och det publika telefonnätet (PTN) direkt med webbapplikationer. I denna
avhandling undersöker jag hur en sådan applikation kan byggas med hjälp av en
SIP trunk och programvaror med öppen källkod. Applikationen är främst avsedd för
användning inom kundtjänst som ett sätt att integrera videosamtal i en kontaktcenter-
lösning. Teknologierna och komponenterna bakom applikationen samt detaljerna av
implementeringen beskrivs. Motgångar som uppstod under applikationens utveckling
samt reflektioner över för- och nackdelar kring olika tillvägagångssätt presenteras.

I och med att ljudet i ett videosamtal rör sig via PTN och därmed inte skickas
över IP-nätverket i dess helhet, är synkroniseringen av ljud och video ett problem.
För att kvantifiera synkroniseringsfelet mätte jag födröjningen av video och ljud.
Resultaten visar att ljudet är försenat till video med 150-320 ms, beroende på olika
faktorer. Detta intervall ligger delvis inom det godtagbara tröskelvärdet på 240 ms,
som är fastsällt av tidigare studier. Testresultaten visar också att användning av en
VoLTE-anslutning och PCMA-kodning minimerar ljudfördröjningen.
Nyckelord WebRTC, PTN, SIP, kundtjänst, kontaktcenter, läppsynk
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1 Introduction
Web Real-Time Communications (WebRTC) is a technology, which allows web
applications to capture and stream audio and/or video media as well as arbitrary
data over the Internet without the need for third-party plugins. In other words,
the browser can request access to the user’s microphone and web camera, enabling
video calling and file transfer functionality to other browsers. An interesting use case
for WebRTC is the integration with other communications platforms, such as the
telephone network. Integrating voice over IP (VoIP) with legacy telephone systems
is not a new invention; for example, the renown VoIP application Skype has been
able to place calls to the telephone network since long ago. However, integrating a
WebRTC application with the telephone network eliminates the need to install an
external application such as Skype, since it runs in the browser. This opens up many
different possibilities for new services.

One use case is in customer service; when the customer browses a company’s
website he no longer needs the customer service’s phone number or his own phone.
The company can embed a button on the website, which starts a call using WebRTC
to the customer service, without the user having to leave the website. On top of this,
it is easy to add video or chat functionality to the WebRTC application, opening
up possibilities for screen sharing and more. This would not be possible using the
telephone network alone.

One might wonder why it is important to integrate WebRTC with the telephone
network - why not just use WebRTC at both ends? The reason in this use case is
that customer services are heavily invested in their customer service software, which
are often based on the legacy telephone network. These software implement functions
such as call queueing, reporting, recording and more. Also, even though VoIP
performance is constantly improving, the performance and stability of traditional
phone calls are still better than VoIP calls. Therefore, customer services cannot
move away from these systems, so interoperable systems are needed.

WebRTC is royalty and license free, which means that companies can save a
significant amount of money compared to other video conferencing solutions. In this
thesis I discuss the background technologies and propose a service based on an Open
Source Software (OSS) for companies to integrate in their customer service.

1.1 Research scope
The purpose of this thesis is to present a solution for enterprises to embed video
customer service in their website. The service is built with the OSS Jitsi Meet1,
which utilizes WebRTC. The thesis takes on a practical approach, explaining the
process of creating and setting up the application and rationalizing the choices made.
Focus is set on integrating WebRTC with the PSTN for use within customer service.
Latency measurements of video and audio are also presented to identify lip sync
problems in the service.

1https://jitsi.org/jitsi-meet/

https://jitsi.org/jitsi-meet/
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1.2 Research questions
The following questions were used as a base for the thesis:

• How to connect WebRTC with the PSTN?

• How to integrate WebRTC-powered video real-time communication with contact
center software?

• Why did I choose the Jitsi Meet as my WebRTC SDK?

• What is the latency difference between audio and video in a WebRTC-PSTN
video call?

1.3 Goal
The following points summarize the goal of the thesis:

• Description of an implementation to integrate video real-time communications
with contact center software

• Audio/video differential delay measurement of the application with analysis

1.4 Structure
The thesis is laid out as following. In this section, the reader was introduced to the
thesis subject and the motivation behind the thesis was laid out. In Section 2, the
key technologies behind VoIP and WebRTC are explained. An introduction to the
WebRTC API is also given. In addition to this, I describe contact center software
and explain how WebRTC can be integrated with them. Then, I discuss the purpose
of WebRTC SDKs/frameworks and motivate why I chose Jitsi. Finally, I describe
the components that Jitsi consists of and discuss related work.

In Section 3, I show how I was able to build a WebRTC video calling application
on top of Jitsi Meet, suitable for enterprises to integrate in their customer service. I
discuss the architecture of the application, describe what modifications was needed
in Jitsi and lastly I present issues related to security and authentication and explain
how I solved them.

In Section 4, the measurement methods used in the thesis are presented. I measure
the latency of both the video and audio streams using different scenarios. I then
present the results of the tests. In the following section, I analyze the results and
compare the values to thresholds as identified by several standard bodies and already
conducted research.

Finally, in Section 6, I summarize the thesis and present ideas for future work.
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2 Background

2.1 WebRTC as a Unified Communications Platform
Before the emergence of WebRTC, video conferencing required specialized software
to be installed on client machines. Major players in this business are Cisco with their
WebEx and Spark products, and Microsoft with their Teams product. The products
offer a rich amount of services, including video conferencing rooms with file sharing
features, desktop, presentation and dissemination. With WebRTC it is possible to
do all of this without the need of installing third-party software. All of the major
browsers (Chrome, Firefox, Opera, Edge, Safari) support WebRTC, so as long as
the client has one of these browsers installed they can use WebRTC. Best of all,
in the simplest peer-to-peer scenario, a simple JavaScript application is enough for
establishing a connection without the need for a media server.

The benefits of using WebRTC as a unified communications platform are many.
The first one, which plays an important role for enterprises, is the cost savings
compared to commercial products such as the ones mentioned in the previous
paragraph. For small businesses that require occasional videoconferencing, there
exists several free WebRTC video conference applications that are hosted, such as
Google’s AppRTC2 and Atlassian’s Jitsi Meet3. If security is a concern, it is also
possible for the enterprise to host the application themselves. The second benefit, as
already mentioned, is the elimination of third-party software. For large enterprises
it can require much effort to manage and update the software on every employee’s
computer. A third benefit is that the end user can use his own SIP trunk for telephone
services if he already has one, and not rely on, e.g., Cisco infrastructure and therefore
their rates. A fourth benefit is that developing a communications platform has never
been easier than now, when there exists open and well-defined APIs and tutorials.
Before WebRTC, most communications software were closed software, so enterprises
were almost forced to buy instead of developing themselves.

Not only does WebRTC help in corporate usage, but it also favors everyday
users. Popular video conferencing applications for everyday users include Skype and
Google Hangouts. With the emergence of WebRTC, they are now also available as
web applications4,5, so they no longer require you to install the application. This
shows that WebRTC is also a technology, which favors already established unified
communications service providers, rather than being a competitive technology. In
the gaming scene, Discord6 has revolutionized voice communication. Before Discord
existed, gamers had many VoIP applications to choose from: TeamSpeak, Ventrilo,
Skype and Mumble, to name a few. Many users dislike cluttering their operating
system with many different apps that serve the same purpose. Each person had their
own preference and their own server, often resulting in frustration when trying to

2https://appr.tc
3https://meet.jit.si
4https://web.skype.com
5https://hangouts.google.com
6https://discordapp.com/

https://appr.tc
https://meet.jit.si
https://web.skype.com
https://hangouts.google.com
https://discordapp.com/
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agree on a common application. After Discord made its way into the scene, users
quickly moved over to it. This is a prime example of how WebRTC can revolutionize
real-time communication.

2.2 Signaling
Signaling is the process of coordinating communication between two or more peers
over the Internet. Signaling is needed in the context of real-time communications to
first connect the peers who wish to communicate with each other. Without signaling,
the real-time application does not know where to send data and in what format.
Sam Dutton summarizes what information is exchanged via the signaling service [1]:

– Session control messages used to open or close communication

– Error messages

– Media metadata, such as codecs and codec settings, bandwidth and media
types

– Key data, used to establish secure connections

– Network data, such as a host’s IP address and port as seen by the outside world

A visualization of the signaling architecture is given in Figure 1. It can be seen
from the figure that without signaling it would not be possible to connect the two
browsers. Apart from opening and closing the communication, signaling is also used
for sending control messages such as pausing or muting a call.

Two popular signaling protocols are Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) and Jingle,
which is a signaling extension for XMPP. In WebRTC applications, it is not unusual to
create your own signaling protocol. Custom signaling solutions often use WebSockets
or Ajax as the communication protocol.

2.2.1 SDP

Session Description Protocol (SDP) [2] is a protocol for describing multimedia
sessions for the purposes of session announcement, session invitation, and other
forms of multimedia session initiation. SDP is needed to convey information about
media details, transport addresses, and other session description metadata to the
participants. The protocol is independent of transport protocols to support as many
scenarios as possible.

In a nutshell, SDP defines a format for exchanging the information mentioned
before. An SDP object is a message consisting of types and values, separated by an
equal sign. Every "type" starts on a newline and its "value" can have many lines. An
example SDP message is given in Listing 1.

Listing 1: Example SDP message.
v=0
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o=jdoe 2890844526 2890842807 IN IP4 1 0 . 4 7 . 1 6 . 5
s=SDP Seminar
i=A Seminar on the s e s s i o n d e s c r i p t i o n p ro to co l
u=http ://www. example . com/ seminars /sdp . pdf
e=j . doe@example . com ( Jane Doe)
c=IN IP4 224 . 2 . 17 . 12/127
t =2873397496 2873404696
a=recvon ly
m=audio 49170 RTP/AVP 0
m=video 51372 RTP/AVP 99
a=rtpmap :99 h263 −1998/90000

The most important part of the SDP description with regard to WebRTC are the
"a" and "m" types. These types contain information about the media that is to be
transferred and how, i.e., if the media is audio or video, what codec is used, which
transport protocol to use along with the network ports. The importance of these
fields and how WebRTC makes use of them in the signaling process will become clear
later in this thesis.

Signaling

Session Description

Application

Signaling

Application

Session Description

Media

Figure 1: Signaling overview.
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2.2.2 SIP

Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [3] is an application-layer protocol for initiating,
modifying and terminating multimedia sessions, such as video and voice calls over
the Internet. SIP borrows characteristics from Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
and Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP). SIP messages consist of a set of header
fields, both optional and mandatory. The protocol follows a request-response pattern
(like HTTP) and features status codes. SIP is not tied to any particular transport
protocol, so it can be used with transport protocols like TCP and UDP.

A typical SIP call flow is visualized in Figure 2. This is called the SIP trapezoid
because of its geometric shape. The SIP connection is started by one of the parties
(Alice) by sending a SIP message to the other party (Bob) with the INVITE method
in the first line of the message. The INVITE row contains Bob’s SIP Uniform
Resource Identifier (URI), which uniquely identifies him. A SIP URI has the form
sip:username@domain, e.g., sip:bob@aalto.fi. Alternatively, if the SIP messages are
to be secured over Transport Layer Security (TLS), the SIPS URI scheme [4] is used.
The SIP message is sent to Alice’s SIP proxy, which uses DNS to locate Bob’s proxy,
and forwards it. After the message reaches Bob’s proxy, his location is resolved and
finally the message is sent to him.

At each step, when the messages passes through a proxy (there might be more
than just the two visualized), an Answer message is sent back to the previous sender.
In the case of the INVITE method, the TRYING method is sent back, to give the
initiator some feedback. It is up to the application to decide what to do with this
message, e.g., showing a message on Alice’s screen that the call is being established.

After the INVITE message reaches Bob, he sends back a Ringing message to
Alice to signal that the invite has reached him and he is now considering whether
to answer or to decline. Typically, Alice’s application would start playing a ringing
sound at this point. When Bob accepts the call, an OK message is sent to Alice.
The OK message contains Bob’s SDP, which tells, e.g., what audio and video codecs
he prefers. After the message reaches Alice, she replies with an ACK, following the
request-reply pattern. Alice’s SDP was sent with the initial INVITE message. Now
that Alice and Bob know each others’ SDPs, they can start sending media. The
media along with the ACK message are sent directly between the call participants,
since they now know each others’ network addresses. This means that the proxies
are only used for establishing the call.

After Alice and Bob are done communicating, either of them can end the call by
sending a BYE message. The other party receives the message and replies with an
OK message. This concludes the SIP call.

SIP messages consist of more than just the method row as described earlier. After
the method, a number of header fields exist. A header field is a named attribute
that provide additional information about the message. For example, an INVITE
message contains at least the following header fields: Via, Max-Forwards, To, From,
Call-ID, CSeq, Contact, Content-Type and Content-Length. In addition to header
fields, a message body also exists in a SIP message, much like a HTTP body. The
type of message content is specified by the Content-Type header field, and in the
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case of INVITE, the caller’s SDP is sent in the message body.

2.2.3 Jingle

Jingle [5] is an XMPP protocol extension for initiating and managing peer-to-peer
media sessions between two XMPP entities in a way that is interoperable with
existing Internet standards. The protocol provides a pluggable model that enables
the core session management semantics (compatible with SIP) to be used for a wide
variety of application types (e.g., voice chat, video chat, file transfer) and with a wide

Figure 2: SIP session setup example with SIP trapezoid.
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variety of transport methods (e.g., TCP, UDP, ICE, application-specific transports).
Before delving into the details of Jingle messages, first it is necessary to understand

the core of XMPP. There are two fundamental concepts, which are used in XMPP
messages: XML Streams and XML Stanzas [6]. An XML stream is a container for
the exchange of XML elements between any two entities over a network. In other
words, to exchange XML elements with an entity, they have to be inside an XML
Stream. The beginning of an XML Stream is denoted by the <stream> tag and
the closing of an XML Stream by </stream>. The opening and closing of XML
streams are sent separately; any amount of messages can be exchanged between these
times. The opening and closing of streams follow the request-response pattern so
the receiver has to respond with a corresponding <stream> or </stream> message.
This process is visualized in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Opening and closing an XMPP Stream.

An XML Stanza is a first-level element, i.e., an immediate child of <stream>
and can be thought of as an action. Three different stanzas exist: message, presence,
and IQ (short for "Info/Query"). The stanzas provide three different communication
primitives. A message stanza is used for unidirectional generalized messaging; a so
called "push" mechanism. A presence stanza is used for broadcasting information
about network availability, i.e., a "publish-subscribe" mechanism. An IQ stanza
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follows the "request-response" mechanism for exchanging structured data, just like
HTTP.

The basic flow of a Jingle session is illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Basic Jingle flow.

As can be seen, the Jingle flow is very similar to the SIP flow if the proxies are
disregarded. It can also be seen that the requests are responded to (referred to as
"ack" in Figure 4). In other words the entities Alice and Bob are sending IQ stanzas
to each other. XMPP sessions can be used for many different purposes such as voice
and video chat, file transfer, application sharing, collaborative editing, whiteboarding,
and secure transmission of end-to-end XML streams. I will be focusing on the voice
and video applications in this thesis.

Jingle RTP Sessions is a standard that defines a Jingle application type for
negotiating one or more sessions that use the Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) to
exchange media such as voice or video. The application type includes a straightforward
mapping to Session Description Protocol (SDP) for interworking with SIP media
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endpoints. [7]
When initiating a session as a RTP session application type, the initiation phase

is roughly the same as in the basic Jingle flow. An RTP session may need additional
negotiation of ICE candidates before starting the media session. An example session
initiation message is shown in Listing 2. The XML stream initiation is omitted from
the example and is assumed to already have been initiated. Similarly to SIP, the
receiving entity then acknowledges the IQ and responds with a session-accept stanza,
containing a subset of the codecs advertised in the session-initiate stanza. The subset
of codecs is based on the receiver’s supported codecs. The session-accept stanza also
includes the responders ICE candidates.

Listing 2: Example Jingle RTP session-initiate stanza.
<iq from= ' alice@some−proxy . com/ orchard '

id= ' ih28sx61 '
to= ' bob@aalto . f i / balcony '
type= ' s e t '>

<j i n g l e xmlns= ' urn : xmpp : j i n g l e : 1 '
ac t i on= ' s e s s i on − i n i t i a t e '
i n i t i a t o r= ' alice@some−proxy . com/ orchard '
s i d= ' a 7 3 s j j v k l a 3 7 j f e a '>

<content c r e a t o r= ' i n i t i a t o r ' name= ' vo i c e '>
<d e s c r i p t i o n xmlns= ' u r n : x m p p : j i n g l e : a p p s : r t p : 1 '

media= ' audio '
>

<payload−type id= ' 96 ' name= ' speex '
c l o c k r a t e= ' 16000 '

/>
<payload−type id= ' 97 ' name= ' speex '

c l o c k r a t e= ' 8000 '
/>
<payload−type id= ' 18 ' name= 'G729 ' />
<payload−type id= ' 0 ' name= 'PCMU' />
<payload−type id= ' 103 ' name= ' L16 ' c l o c k r a t e= ' 16000 '

channe l s= ' 2 ' />
<payload−type id= ' 98 ' name= 'x−ISAC ' c l o c k r a t e= ' 8000 '
/>

</ d e s c r i p t i o n>
<transpor t

xmlns= ' u r n : x m p p : j i n g l e : t r a n s p o r t s : i c e −udp:1 '
pwd= ' asd88fgpdd777uzjYhagZg '
uf rag= ' 8hhy '

>
<candidate component= ' 1 '

foundat ion= ' 1 '
gene ra t i on= ' 0 '
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id= ' e l 0747 fg11 '
ip= ' 1 0 . 0 . 1 . 1 '
network= ' 1 '
port= ' 8998 '
p r i o r i t y= ' 2130706431 '
pro to co l= 'udp '
type= ' host ' />

<candidate component= ' 1 '
foundat ion= ' 2 '
gene ra t i on= ' 0 '
id= ' y3s2b30v3r '
ip= ' 1 9 2 . 0 . 2 . 3 '
network= ' 1 '
port= ' 45664 '
p r i o r i t y= ' 1694498815 '
pro to co l= 'udp '
r e l −addr= ' 1 0 . 0 . 1 . 1 '
r e l −port= ' 8998 '
type= ' s r f l x ' />

</ t ranspo r t>
</ content>

</ j i n g l e>
</ iq>

2.3 Telephony Networks and VoIP
The Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) is an aggregation of circuit-switched
networks that is optimized for continuous real-time voice communications. The
standards of technical operations in PSTN, e.g., the international numbering plan [8],
are created by the International Telegraph Union Telecommunication Standardization
Sector (ITU-T). Traditional voice calls, i.e., not VoIP calls, use this network to this
day. The PSTN uses circuit-switched telephony between two endpoints in contrast
to VoIP, which uses packet-switched telephony. Circuit-switched telephony means
that a continuous physical wire is allocated to these two endpoints, guaranteeing the
full bandwidth of the channel and connection for the duration of the communication
session. This is the reason that until recent times the PSTN has been favored over
VoIP-solutions, because they guarantee stability and performance. However, because
of technology evolving and smarter software, VoIP performance is catching up to
PSTN. VoIP is cheaper than PSTN and it does not require specific hardware, so it
is gaining popularity. The popularity of VoIP can be seen, e.g., in Statista [9], which
shows that there are over 300 million estimated active Skype users each month as of
June 2018, and over 1.5 billion WhatsApp users.
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2.3.1 PBX and SIP Trunking

A Private Branch Exchange (PBX) acts as the central switching system for phone
calls within a business. A PBX may also be connected to the PSTN, allowing the
business to call endpoints in the outside world as well. They are traditionally used
by businesses to reduce phone call costs; routing via the PSTN costs money while
routing within the PBX is free.

An IP-PBX is a PBX that supports Internet Protocol connectivity, i.e., it supports
VoIP. SIP is the current de-facto standard for VoIP, so IP-PBXs usually support
it. Asterisk7 is a popular open source IP-PBX used in telecommunications. To be
able to connect to the PSTN there are practically two options. The first option
is to connect the PBX directly to the PSTN with a wire. The wire connects to a
telephone exchange, which then routes it to the endpoint. The wire that connects
the telephone exchange and the PBX is called a trunk.

The other option is to have a SIP trunk connecting the PBX and the telephony
service provider, as visualized in Figure 5. This way the call is routed over the
Internet, i.e., using the packet-switched network. The call is consequently sent over
IP a longer distance compared to the first option. After the packets reach the other
end of the SIP trunk they are handled and forwarded over the PSTN. In the figure,
media and signaling is drawn on the same line, but in reality they use separate
connections. However, they still travel the same path. The Session Border Controller
(SBC) shown in the figure is a device, which protects the SIP trunk and its internal
network topology, much like a firewall. Apart from security, an SBC may provide
functions that help with connectivity, quality of service, regulatory, media services
and billing information. When operating a registrarless SIP trunk, IP addresses are
most likely whitelisted in the SBC to allow communication.

The more modern term for PBX is Unified Communications. When PBXs
were originally developed, wireline phone calls were the only type of electronic
communication available. Today, the communications landscape has expanded to
include email, instant messaging, video conferencing, desktop sharing, SMS and
mobile telephony. Unified Communications is a catch-all term that describes the
process of merging all of these technologies and integrating them with business
processes. Unified Communications aims to increase efficiency while simplifying
management. [10]

Today when referring to a PBX it does not necessarily mean the traditional phone
call switching system. An IP-PBX does not need to support traditional phone calls
and may in fact only support VoIP calls. A simple SIP client is an example of this,
even if it is not technically an accurate term. Another example is Skype for Business,
which also supports PSTN calls, so it is a full-fledged IP-PBX. It is useful to keep
this in mind when reading about SIP trunk implementations. For example, in the
SIPconnect standard [11], it is a requirement to have a SIP-PBX that connects to
the SIP trunk. This "PBX" can just be a SIP client with access to the Internet.

7https://www.asterisk.org/

https://www.asterisk.org/
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Figure 5: SIP Trunking architecture.

2.4 WebRTC
WebRTC, or Web Real-Time Communication, is a technology, which enables Real-
Time Communication in the browser as well as in native mobile apps. WebRTC was
initiated by Google and is being standardized by the World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) and the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). The W3C specification of
the JavaScript API is still ongoing standardization and at the time of writing the
draft is a candidate recommendation. In other words, the specification should be
stable and no significant changes should happen. The IETF Working Group, on the
other hand, defines the specifications regarding protocols and session establishment
used in WebRTC. Most of the specifications are still ongoing standardization.

The WebRTC API can be divided into 3 main components:

– getUserMedia [12]

– RTCPeerConnection and RTCDataChannel [13].

The overall architecture of WebRTC is visualized in Figure 6. At the top level
there is the JavaScript API, which is used by web developers. Underneath the Web
API is the C++ layer, which is for browser developers. In the following section, I
will describe the three API components outlined above.
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Figure 6: WebRTC architecture. [14]
.

2.4.1 API

getUserMedia (gUM) is an API for requesting permission to access the user’s mul-
timedia devices, such as video cameras and microphones. The API also provides
means for accessing other media sources, such as video and audio files or the user’s
screen. This means that getUserMedia (and WebRTC) can be used even without
multimedia devices. getUserMedia transforms the input into so called MediaStream
objects (also defined in [12]), which can be used by the RTCPeerConnection API to
transfer it to other peers over a network.

A MediaStream consists of zero or more MediaStreamTrack objects. A MediaS-
treamTrack object represents media of a single type that originates from one media
source in the client, e.g., video produced by a web camera. A MediaStream then
combines these MediaStreamTrack objects into one unit, which can be rendered in a
media element. MediaStream also features synchronization of the individual tracks,
but it is not a hard requirement.

The getUserMedia function accepts a constraints object with two members: audio
and video. These members can either have a boolean value or a JavaScript object
with constraints. Some typical constraints used for a video source include width,
height and frame rate. See Listing 3 for an example constraints object.

Listing 3: gUM constraints example
{

audio : true ,
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video : {
width : { min : 1024 , i d e a l : 1280 , max : 1920 } ,
he ight : { min : 776 , i d e a l : 720 , max : 1080 }

}
}

gUM returns an ES6 Promise. If the function call was successful the Promise
passes a MediaStream object, otherwise an Exception is passed. Exceptions can
happen, e.g., when the user denies access to a resource or when the constraints
cannot be satisfied. The MediaStream object from a successful getUserMedia call
can then be used as a source in a sink, e.g., in a <video> or <audio> HTML tag.
This is how the getUserMedia API works in a nutshell, and the next step is how to
send it over a network using RTCPeerConnection.

Both RTCPeerConnection and RTCDataChannel are covered in the same spec-
ification. As described in [13], these APIs take care of three different facets of
peer-to-peer communications and video-conferencing in HTML:

– Connecting to remote peers using NAT-traversal technologies such as ICE,
STUN, and TURN.

– Sending the locally-produced tracks to remote peers and receiving tracks from
remote peers.

– Sending arbitrary data directly to remote peers.

RTCPeerConnection is responsible for establishing and sending data to another
peer. However, RTCPeerConnection does not provide methods for coordinating the
communication, i.e., the signaling. Signaling is needed in order for the peers to
exchange vital information before establishing the WebRTC call. The WebRTC API
does not provide a means for handling signaling and it is up to the developer to
provide this functionality. Generally, signaling is performed using WebSockets [15],
Jingle or XMLHttpRequest (XHR) [16] by a script in the page via a server.

The RTCPeerConnection interface takes a configuration object as its parameter.
The configuration object is an RTCIceConfiguration dictionary with values specifying
ICE [17] information, i.e., STUN [18] and TURN [19] servers along with the credentials
and the authentication strategy. ICE will be explained in detail in Section 2.4.3.
The dictionary also specifies various ICE strategies, such as ICE Agent candidates,
media-bundling policy, rtcp-mux policy, DTLS certificates and some other security
related options. Typically, only STUN and TURN servers are configured, while
the rest of the options are assigned default values. See Listing 4 for an example
RTCIceConfiguration dictionary.

Listing 4: Example RTCIceConfiguration dictionary.
[

{ u r l s : " stun : stun1 . example . net " } ,
{ u r l s : [ " turns : turn . example . org " ,

" turn : turn . example . net " ] ,
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username : " user " ,
c r e d e n t i a l : " myPassword " ,
c redent ia lType : " password " } ,

{ u r l s : " turns : turn2 . example . net " ,
username : "22 BIjxU93h/IgwEb " ,
c r e d e n t i a l : {

macKey : "WmtzanB3ZW9peFhtdm42NzUzNG0=" ,
accessToken : "AAwg3kPHWPfvk9bDFL936wYvkoctMADzQ5VhND

geMR3+ZlZ35byg972fW8QjpEl7bx91YLBPFsIhsxloWcXPhA
=="

} ,
c redent ia lType : " oauth " }

}
]

An RTCPeerConnection has several states defined: a signaling state, a connection
state, an ICE gathering state, and an ICE connection state, which are all initialized
when the object is created. When these states change, they fire an event which should
be handled by the developer. For example, after the RTCPeerConnection object is
created, it will contact the ICE servers to get ICE candidates. Under the hood, the
JavaScript Session Establishment Protocol (JSEP) [20] is used. These candidates will
trigger an event, which causes the onicecandidate method of the RTCPeerConnection
object to be called. The ICE candidates have to be forwarded via the signaling
channel so that the peers can get each others’ IP addresses. Similarly, the peers will
negotiate SDPs through the signaling channel using the onnegotiationneeded method
of the RTCPeerConnection object.

The RTCDataChannel interface is used for sending and receiving generic appli-
cation data peer-to-peer, as opposed to sending streams of real-time media (audio
or video) via the RTCPeerConnection interface. An RTCDataChannel is created
via a factory method, createDataChannel, on an RTCPeerConnection object. The
data channel can be created either by one of the peers, or it can be created by the
application. Both of these methods signals an event at the other peer (or both peers)
that they should create an RTCDataChannel object.

An RTCDataChannel is configured with an underlying data transport when the
channel is created. This specifies what data transport should be used to transfer the
data to the other peer. Properties of the the data transport include in order delivery
settings and reliability mode. Reliability mode is analogous with TCP/UDP.

2.4.2 Codecs

WebRTC requires browsers to support certain audio and video codecs. Required
supported video codecs are H.264 and VP8. H.264 was developed by the ITU-T Video
Coding Experts Group (VCEG) together with the ISO/IEC JTC1 Moving Picture
Experts Group (MPEG). It is an open codec, but it is not free for commercial use.
This means that any non-free product, which implements H.264 encoding/decoding
or content that is encoded with H.264 is required to pay a licensing fee. The license is
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free up to a certain number of sold copies/subscriptions and the maximum yearly fee
is $9.75 million (until year 2020). In 2013, Cisco released OpenH2648, which is their
implementation of H.264 licensed under the permissive 2-clause BSD license [21].
They provide both the source code and the binaries of the implementation. Cisco
pays the MPEG LA licensing royalties of H.264 for the binaries. In other words, it is
possible to use H.264 commercially free of charge if using the OpenH264 binaries.
Mozilla Firefox and Chromium are two examples that use the OpenH264 binaries.

The VP8 video codec is owned by Google and is open and royalty free. Google
acquired the creators of VP8, On2 Technologies, and open sourced the implementation
[22]. VP8 is the default codec used in WebRTC and it is also used in WebM, an
audiovisual media format designed for the web, together with Opus for audio. Google
made this decision to counter the licensing fees of H.264. [23][24]

The performance of H.264 and VP8 is very similar. The big difference between
these two codecs is related to hardware acceleration. H.264 has been around for very
long, is very mature and is widely accepted as the de-facto codec for video compression.
Because of this, hardware (CPUs and GPUs) often come with H.264 hardware
acceleration. In other words, they have a System on Chip (SoC), which performs
H.264 encoding and decoding, offloading it from the CPU. This is very important, e.g.,
in mobile devices where computation power is limited. Software encoding/decoding
(i.e., done on the CPU in contrast to on a SoC) is computationally expensive,
especially at higher resolutions. Until recent times mobile devices supported mostly
H.264 hardware acceleration, but VP8 hardware accelerated devices are becoming
more common [25]. SDPs should be carefully generated in WebRTC applications if
they are targeting mobile devices: H.264 should most likely be prioritized over VP8
in this case.

VP9 and H.265/HEVC (High Efficiency Video Coding) are the successor codecs
of VP8 respective H.264. They both require more processing power than their
predecessors, with the advantage of requiring lower bit rate for the same quality.
Until consumer hardware gets better at reasonable prices it is unlikely that VP9 and
H.265 will become widely used, and hardware acceleration will not be implemented
until then. H.265 has even higher licensing fees compared to H.264 [26] whereas VP9
stays royalty free.

For audio, WebRTC requires browsers to support at least the G.711 (PC-
MA/PCMU) and Opus codecs as well as the audio/telephone-event media type
[27]. The audio/telephony-event media type is used for sending DTMF signals and
is specified in [28]. G.711 is an old codec from 1972 and uses a fixed bit rate of 64
kbit/s, whereas Opus can adjust the bit rate from 6 kbit/s to 510 kbit/s. G.711
is usually used in the PSTN. Opus should be the preferred codec (and it is the
default one in WebRTC), since it is performs better than G.711. However, Opus is
not supported by the PSTN, so it is not possible to use it when calling to the PSTN
without having to transcode. Both G.711 and Opus are open source and royalty free.

8https://www.openh264.org/

https://www.openh264.org/
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2.4.3 ICE

In real-time communications, a peer-to-peer connection is preferred and in some cases
even required to guarantee real-time transport of media. Interactive Connectivity
Establishment (ICE) is a protocol for circumventing the problem of establishing
peer-to-peer connections through Network Address Translation (NAT). NAT is a
technique used by Internet Service Providers (ISP) for conserving global address
space in the face of IPv4 address exhaustion. NAT works by remapping one IP
address space into another by modifying network address information in IP header
of packets while they are in transit across a traffic routing device. By remapping (or
masquerading) a private IP address space behind a public IP address, it is possible
to save the public IPv4 address space. For example, it is typical to masquerade the
192.168.0.0/24 private address behind a router’s public IP address. The details of
how the router then handles the traffic from and to the endpoint inside the private
address space is outside the scope of this thesis. However, usually this is accomplished
by creating virtual ports and storing the mapping in the router’s memory.

Problems arise with peer-to-peer connections, when endpoints reside behind
NAT. The problem is further amplified, when there are multiple NATs between the
peers. In addition to NAT, firewalls also contribute to the problem of establishing
peer-to-peer connections. The problem with NAT is that the endpoint does not
know its IP address, which is shown to the public Internet - it only knows its private
address. One solution for this problem is the Session Traversal Utilities for NAT
(STUN), which the ICE protocol uses. STUN is a protocol, which allows an endpoint
to contact it and ask for its public IP address and port, i.e., the IP address and port
combination outside the NAT. Sometimes, none of the candidates returned by the
STUN server may be usable. This may be due to, e.g., firewall restrictions. As a
last resort, ICE can use Traversal Using Relays around NAT (TURN). A TURN
server acts as a proxy between the endpoints. This means that the TURN server
will open ports via which the peers can communicate, so all traffic goes via the
TURN server. In real-time communications, this option is not preferred, since it
adds latency. The order in which ICE gathers so called Candidate Addresses (IP
address+port combination) is as follows (See Figure 7 for a visualization):

– A transport address on a directly attached network interface, i.e., an address,
which can be determined locally by the peer.

– A translated transport address on the public side of a NAT (a "server reflexive"
address), i.e., an address returned by STUN.

– A transport address allocated from a TURN server (a "relayed address").

2.5 Contact center software
A contact center is operated by a company for the purpose of handling incoming
product support or information inquiries from its customers. It is the central point
from which all customer contacts are managed. Traditionally, when a contact center
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Figure 7: ICE Candidate Relationships.

only administered phone calls, they were called call centers. Today, however, contact
centers can also handle email, chat, VoIP, website support and more.

Contact center software lets phone calls from customers reach agents for customer
service, solutions and sales. Some contact center software support video calling as
well, but they are quite uncommon and usually requires a specific app or software at
the client. With video calling growing in popularity, contact centers that lack the
capability for video calls are at a disadvantage. Changing from one contact center
software to another one for the purpose of supporting video calls can be a big and
costly change. Since customer service agents are most likely working at a computer
with Internet access, using WebRTC for streaming video is a viable solution that
doesn’t require additional hardware. This is assuming that the agent is using a
modern, up-to-date web browser and has access to a web camera and a microphone.

Some key functionalities of a contact center include Interactive Voice Response
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(IVR), Automatic Call Cistributor (ACD) and Computer Telephony Integration
(CTI). IVR allows the customer to interact with a menu over a phone call, and is best
explained with an example. When the customer calls the contact center, an automated
voice message is played presenting different options. In health care, for example, the
voice message could say "press 1 for urgent matters" followed by "press 2 for other
non-urgent matters". When the user then chooses an option by pressing a number
on the phone’s keypad, the phone sends a Dual-Tone Multi-Frequency (DTMF) [29]
signal to the IVR. It is also possible for the IVR to use speech recognition. The ACD
can then automatically forward the call to an agent with the right skills. Typically,
the call is forwarded to a queue that many customer service agents are serving. A
CTI allows the agent to control a call from an application on his/her computer. For
example, the agent can answer calls, put them on hold, transfer calls and get call
information such as the caller’s number.

There are four main types of contact centers: on-premise, hosted, cloud and
browser-based [30]. An on-premise contact center is one where all the hardware and
software is maintained and operated within the organization. Naturally, this requires
technical skill and real-estate within the organization and a large initial cost. Hosted
and cloud contact centers are similar. In a hosted contact center, the hardware is
still owned by the organization, but it is managed by another organization remotely.
A cloud contact center is one that is hosted in a cloud platform (e.g., OpenStack or
AWS), where the computing resources are shared and can be scaled on-the-fly. Cloud
contact centers require an app to be installed on the client’s device and is accessed
over the Internet. A browser-based contact center is one, as the name implies, that is
accessed through the browser, thus eliminating the need for a dedicated application.
It is often deployed in the cloud, but it is not a requirement. With a browser-based
contact center, contact center agents are not geographically restricted, eliminating
the need for the organization to have real-estate for the agents. Instead, the agents
can work from their home using the browser-based contact center software.

One advantage of integrating WebRTC and SIP calls with existing contact center
solutions is that call queuing, agent hour reporting and call monitoring/recording is
already taken care of. It also does not require any significant changes by the company
that wants to integrate WebRTC with their contact center software. For normal
voice calls from the browser to the customer service agent it requires no changes at
the customer service side; after the SIP trunk the call behaves just like a normal
phone-to-phone call over PSTN, so the contact center software does not know that
the media is sent from a browser.

In WebRTC, the typical way to connect two users is by having them join the
same conference room, which is identified by a unique ID. The room is usually
specified in the URL, e.g., https://example.com/MyRoomIdentifier. It is then up
to the application to connect the endpoints in this room using a signaling protocol
of choice. To integrate WebRTC video calls with the contact center software it must
be possible to extract some information about the caller to be able to join the same
conference room. The contact center software should preferably be able to open a
URL containing this information. In Chapter 3, I will explain in detail how this
information can be used to connect the client with the customer service agent.

https://example.com/MyRoomIdentifier
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2.6 WebRTC frameworks
Many different WebRTC frameworks, SDKs and libraries exist today, both commercial
and free. Since the browsers already provide an API for WebRTC, one might wonder
why a WebRTC framework is needed. Perhaps the most useful feature, which almost
every framework includes, is an integrated signaling plane. For a JavaScript developer
that is not familiar with signaling and VoIP, this can be a tremendous time saver.
Since signaling is not specified in the WebRTC standard, there are many different
options to choose from and it can feel overwhelming for the developer.

Another benefit of using a framework is that the framework’s API can obscure
differences between the WebRTC API between browsers. In the early days of
WebRTC the function names were different between different browsers (e.g., Firefox
and Chrome), so the developer had to write different code for each browser. Google
created adapter.js9, a polyfill JavaScript library, to insulate apps from specification
changes and prefix differences.

Other benefits of a WebRTC framework can be, e.g., integrated NAT traversal
mechanisms (STUN/TURN), a media server that enables recording or processing
of streams as well as integration with other communication platforms such as the
PSTN over a SIP trunk or streaming through RTMP to services like YouTube Live
Streaming. A media server becomes a mandatory component if the use case of the
WebRTC application includes conferences with multiple participants.

When I was choosing a WebRTC framework, I had the following set of require-
ments:

– Open source and free

– Up-to-date and frequent updates (based on the Git repository)

– Support for SIP

– Built-in signaling

– Screen sharing supported

– Customizable UI

– Reconnection functionality if connection is lost in a session

– Callstats integration

– Good documentation

JsSIP10 is a library, which is often used in WebRTC applications. For example, in
the article "Videoconference System Based on WebRTC With Access to the PSTN"
[31], it is used together with Asterisk. However, since jsSIP is only a library for
SIP, it does not meet my criteria as WebRTC signaling would still need to be taken

9https://github.com/webrtc/adapter
10http://jssip.net/

https://github.com/webrtc/adapter
http://jssip.net/
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care of. EasyRTC is a full-stack open source WebRTC toolkit, which was used by
Julian Jang-Jaccard et al. in their article about WebRTC in telehealth services
[32]. I considered this library for a while and tested it, but no updates in two years
ultimately led me to not choosing it. Another once popular, but now abandoned
library, is rtc.io. SimpleWebRTC is also a popular library, but it does not feature a
SIP client nor Callstats integration.

Kurento and Jitsi are both projects, that not only provide a WebRTC client API,
but also a media server. They have a similar feature set and so the choice between
these two was not straightforward. However, at the time, Kurento lacked support
for Callstats integration. This was ultimately the deciding factor why I decided to
choose Jitsi as my framework. On December 4, 2017, Kurento added support for
Callstats.

2.7 Jitsi
Jitsi11 is an open source video conferencing application distributed under the Apache
Software License. Jitsi comes in 2 versions: the Windows desktop application Jitsi
Desktop (now deprecated) and the web/mobile application Jitsi Meet, which supports
WebRTC. In this thesis, the Jitsi Meet application is used.

Jitsi, formerly known as SIP Communicator, began as a student project in 2003
by Emil Ivov at the University of Strasbourg. Initially, it was created as a video
phone with support for IPv6 using SIP (hence the name SIP Communicator). In
2009, Emil Ivov founded the Blue Jimp company and employed some of Jitsi’s main
contributors to offer professional support and development services. In 2011, support
for XMPP’s Jingle extension was added to SIP Communicator, so its name was
changed to Jitsi. A year later, video conferencing abilities were added based on the
concept of routing video streams. At this time, it was the conference organizer that
acted as the video router. In 2013, the video routing capabilities were separated
from Jitsi as a component called Jitsi Videobridge. The Jitsi Videobridge added
support for ICE and DTLS/SRTP, which was an important step towards supporting
WebRTC. In 2015, Atlassian acquired Blue Jimp and made the project open source
and available to anyone on GitHub. [33]

Most of Jitsi’s components are written in Java. The decision to use Java was
based on maximum cross-platform support. The components of Jitsi are written
conforming to the Apache Felix OSGi modularity framework. This means that the
components run independently and has the advantage of being able to be updated
independently. It also follows that the components could be run in separate machines
or environments if wanted.

Today, the Jitsi project has an active community with over 50 contributors and
over 5000 commits as well as over 2500 star ratings in the Jitsi Meet Github repository
alone.

11https://jitsi.org/

https://jitsi.org/
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2.7.1 Jitsi Meet

Jitsi Meet is the front end module of the Jitsi application. The web application
is built using React and Redux, while the mobile applications (iOS/Android) are
built with React Native. When using the web application the client does not have to
install anything, since it runs in the browser. Jitsi Meet is deployed to a server and
served through a web server. Jitsi Meet does not do a whole lot on its own though,
as the video conferencing part relies on the other Jitsi components.

Jitsi Meet provides an API for easy embedding in other applications. An example
API call is given in Listing 5. The API provides customization options through the
options object. The options.parentNode value specifies the HTML element ID where
the iframe should be loaded into. Typically, this is a <div> element on the page.

Listing 5: Jitsi Meet API.
var domain = "my. j i t s i . domain " ;
var opt ions = {

roomName : " MarkusConference " ,
width : 700 ,
he ight : 700 ,
parentNode : document . que rySe l e c to r ( '#meet ' )

}
var api = new Jits iMeetExternalAPI ( domain , opt ions ) ;

After the iframe is loaded into the page, i.e., after the JitsiMeetExternalApi()
function call, the conference can be controlled with the api object. Actions include,
e.g., muting the microphone, pausing video, starting screen sharing and hanging
up the video call. The api object also triggers events for various actions, so they
can be listened to for creating custom behavior. One example could be to listen for
the participantJoined and participantLeft events to show a custom message while
waiting for another participant and automatically closing the iframe when the last
participant has left.

Jitsi Meet handles all the WebRTC API calls. When a user joins a Jitsi Meet
conference, it requests for the user’s permission to use his microphone and camera
using the WebRTC getUserMedia API. ICE candidates are gathered from Jitsi
Videobridge, which uses the Ice4j library. Ice4j is a Java implementation of the ICE
protocol, which is also maintained by the Jitsi community. Signaling is handled by
the Jicofo component.

2.7.2 Jitsi Videobridge

Jitsi Videobridge is a WebRTC compatible video router or Selective Forwarding Unit
(SFU), that lets build highly scalable video conferencing infrastructure. The core idea
behind an SFU is to relay media from one participant to all other participants without
processing the media in any way. This makes it a very lightweight service in terms of
CPU power, but it requires plenty of network bandwidth when the conference grows.
In its simplest form, the SFU forwards every media stream to every participant,
making it just a forwarding unit. The "selective" part of an SFU is not standardized,
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but one common way to reduce bandwidth usage is to use simulcasting, i.e., having
every peer send a lower and a higher bit rate version stream. This can be utilized,
e.g., by tracking the dominant speaker. The SFU would then only forward the higher
bit rate stream of the dominant speaker while forwarding the lower bit rate stream of
the other peers. This is useful because it makes sense to show the current speaker’s
video stream at a higher resolution than the other peers. Further logic, such as
detecting poor connection quality and correspondingly forwarding an appropriate
resolution, can also be implemented by the SFU.

Jitsi Videobridge uses the previous mentioned dominant speaker technique but
also implements a so called Last N [34] scheme. The idea behind Last N is that the
SFU forwards only N (a constant) video streams based on audio activity. The user
may also choose to view other streams if he wishes to do so. Not only does the SFU
halt forwarding streams of the participants that are not one of the Last N speakers,
but it also instructs them to pause sending media. This reduces the bandwidth of
the upload link at the endpoint. This scheme is viable because in a conference with
a large amount of participants, over 10 for example, the screen gets cluttered if all
video streams are shown. Therefore, the user experience is better if the dominant
speaker is shown as a large picture and the Last N speakers as smaller thumbnails.
This is how the user interface of Jitsi Meet is done. The dominant speaker and Last
N is determined from the audio levels indicated by the endpoints in each RTP packet
by the Jitsi Videobridge. Audio levels can only be determined if the client-to-mixer
audio level RTP header extension [35] is used by the client. Changes in the dominant
speaker and Last N are sent as events over a WebRTC DataChannel to the clients
by the Videobridge. An example event message is shown in Listing 6.

Listing 6: Example Last N change event.
{

" c o l i b r i C l a s s " : " LastNEndpointsChangeEvent " ,
" endpointsEnter ingLastN " : [

" a " , " b " , " e "
] ,
" lastNEndpoints " : [

" a " , " b " , " e "
] ,
" conferenceEndpoints " : [

" a " , " b " , " c " , " d "
]

}
The conferenceEndpoints array contains conference participant IDs in decreasing

order based on speech activity, limited to the endpoint’s Last N. The lastNEndpoints
array contains the IDs of the endpoints for which video is currently being forwarded
from the bridge to the client, and only these endpoints. The endpointsEnteringLastN
contains the IDs of the participants that were not previously in the lastNEndpoints
array but now are.

Jitsi Videobridge also functions as a STUN/TURN server. It implements the
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ice4j Java library, which is a Java implementation of the ICE protocol. Ice4j is
maintained by the Jitsi community as well. This means that it is not necessary to
have a dedicated STUN and TURN server for NAT and firewall traversal when using
Jitsi. However, this only applies in situations where media still goes through the
Videobridge. In order to support peer-to-peer connections, it is required to have
dedicated STUN and TURN servers.

Two other popular topologies exist along SFU: the peer-to-peer (P2P) mesh
topology and the Multipoint Control Unit (MCU). In a peer-to-peer mesh topology,
every participant is directly connected to each other and they send and receive media
streams from each other. This topology obviously only works when the number
of peers is small, e.g., in a one-to-one call. This is because a peer has to encode
and decode every sent and received media stream, which is a very computationally
expensive process. On top of that, the bandwidth required (especially the upload
bandwidth) is likely to be too large to be handled in a home network. The benefit
with the peer-to-peer mesh topology is that it requires no external component and
there is no added latency, which is important in real-time communications. That is
why it is usually the preferred topology in a one-to-one call.

An MCU is a device that also connects the conference participants. Unlike the
SFU, however, the MCU processes and mixes the media streams that are sent to
it. "Mixing" refers to re-encoding streams and bundling them into one single stream.
Re-encoding is needed in the case that participants don’t support the same codecs,
e.g., if one peer supports VP8 and the other H.264 (referred to as transcoding). The
MCU may also perform audio related mixing such as equalizing audio streams and
filtering out environment noise or echoing. The MCU can send customized streams
to each participant. Since the MCU processes the media streams, it requires powerful
hardware and is an expensive option. The benefit of an MCU is that it leverages
CPU usage from the peers to the MCU and guarantees interoperability between
them.

See Figure 8 for a visualization of the three different topologies. As can be seen,
the P2P topology does not scale well.

2.7.3 Jicofo

Jitsi Conference Focus (Jicofo) is a server side focus component used in Jitsi Meet
conferences. Jicofo is responsible for creating a so called conference focus when
a conference is started. The focus manages media sessions between each of the
participants and the Videobridge. If the conference participants connect peer-to-peer
then the conference focus manages the session directly between them. Sessions are
managed as Jingle sessions. Focus agents are traditionally responsible for making
sure that media sent from one call participant would be distributed to all others so
that everyone would effectively hear or see everyone else. In other words, they often
act as media mixers. However, this requires high bandwidth and lots of processing
resources. By decoupling the mixing of media streams and managing them, the mixer
can be run on a dedicated server. Jicofo makes use of this idea.

Jicofo uses an XMPP extension called COnferences with LIghtweight BRIdging
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Figure 8: Video conference topologies.

(COLIBRI) [36]. COLIBRI allows the focus to allocate ports on a remote media
router and use them as if they were its own. A COLIBRI message for creating a
conference with 3 participant channels is shown in Listing 7.

Listing 7: Example COLIBRI message for conference creation.
SEND: <iq from='bob@aalto . f i / orchard '

id ='zid615d9 '
to='garden . aa l t o . f i '
type=' set '>

<con f e r ence
xmlns='http :// j i t s i . org / p ro to co l / c o l i b r i '

>
<content name='audio '>

<channel i n i t i a t o r =' true '>
[ op t i ona l payload and t ranspo r t d e s c r i p t i o n ]

</channel>
<channel i n i t i a t o r =' true '/>
. . .

<channel i n i t i a t o r =' true '/>
</content>
<content name='video '>

<channel i n i t i a t o r =' true '/>
. . .

<channel i n i t i a t o r =' true '/>
</content>

</confe rence >
</iq>
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Since Jicofo is the entity responsible for creating and managing media sessions, it
also means that Jicofo is the responsible entity also for WebRTC signaling in Jitsi
Meet. The signaling protocol used is Jingle.

2.7.4 Jigasi

Jigasi is a Java OSGi module, which acts as a SIP client in the Jitsi application.
Jigasi is responsible for registering to a SIP proxy and starting or receiving SIP calls.
As the other OSGi modules in the Jitsi application, they communicate with each
other using the Jingle protocol. When a user initiates a call, the conference focus
joins the conference and sends the call request on behalf of the user. This request
is sent to Jigasi, which is then responsible for actually starting the call. Assuming
the endpoint at the destination address accepts the call, the media then flows as
visualized in Figure 9. SIP calls in Jitsi can therefore not be peer-to-peer, since the
SIP client is not in the peer’s browser or device.

Browser Jigasi SIP Trunk

Videobridge Phone

Figure 9: The media flow from browser to phone with Jitsi.

Since the audio codecs typically used in WebRTC are different from the ones
used in traditional telephone networks, Jigasi also performs transcoding. The default
audio codec in WebRTC is Opus while in telephone networks G.711 (PCMA/PCMU)
is often used. Transcoding is not a necessity; WebRTC does support these older
codecs such as G.711, but Opus is objectively better if there are other conference
participants that support it. This is because Opus has error correction and adaptive
bit rate. For example, in a conference with two browser endpoints and one SIP
endpoint, the browsers could encode and decode each others’ media using Opus.
Jigasi would transcode these media streams to, e.g., PCMA for the SIP endpoint and
vice versa. This way the audio between the browsers would be Opus encoded, while
the SIP endpoint would receive PCMA encoded audio. By default, the conference
focus advertises only the Opus, iSAC and telephony-event audio codecs to the browser
endpoint. Should one wish to use G.711 at the browser side in a Jitsi Meet conference,
it would be necessary to modify the source code of Jicofo to include it in the SDP
message.

Jigasi works by registering as a SIP client to a SIP registrar. This means that in
order to use Jigasi it is necessary to have access to a SIP server with credentials. It
is also possible to use Jigasi with a registrarless SIP server. With a registrarless SIP
server the signaling messages are sent directly to the SIP server without authentication.
Usually, a registrarless SIP server whitelists IP addresses that are allowed to connect
to it.
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2.8 Callstats
Callstats.io is a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) that measures the performance of
WebRTC-based video calls to ensure a more robust video experience. This information
is invaluable for a WebRTC application provider as it helps to understand the
performance of their applications on the end user side. The information includes
network throughput, packet loss, delay, ICE information, events such as muting and
more. Jitsi Meet supports Callstats integration out-of-the-box.

Callstats uses the WebRTC getStats() API [37] to periodically poll the RTCPeer-
Connection for connection information. The information is then sent to the Callstats
server, which produces graphs presented in a web user interface.

2.9 Related work
Several commercial WebRTC providers exist today, such as TokBox, OnSIP, Vidyo,
Agora and Twilio. All of them feature video conferencing with support for SIP calling
to a SIP trunk and therefore integration with other communication platforms. Most
of the WebRTC providers also provide an SDK. This gives the customer a lot of
flexibility when integrating WebRTC into their application. One might wonder then,
what is the benefit of building your own WebRTC infrastructure?

One of the main purposes of this thesis was to show a practical approach to how
a WebRTC platform may be built using only free and open source software. If a
university student with no prior VoIP experience can build a platform as the sole
developer in a few months, then an experienced team is able to achieve it in much
less time. Another obvious advantage of building your own infrastructure is that
you have complete control of it. Referring to the problem mentioned in Section 3.3
about certain SIP trunks not supporting the CSRC RTP header, is a good example
where having your own infrastructure can be a benefit. With a commercial product
it could take months before such an issue gets resolved. A third less obvious benefit
is that if used for customer service, then certain privacy aspects may need to be met.
For example, customers may not want the call to traverse through other countries.
In that case, there may not be alternatives to deploying the infrastructure yourself.

Despite WebRTC already being a 7 year old technology, it has not gained too
much popularity in the academic world. At the time of writing, a search for "webrtc"
(title, abstract and keywords) in the Scopus database yields only 383 documents.
Adding "pstn" to the search narrows down the results to 2 articles. One of the
articles is Videoconference System Based on WebRTC With Access to the PSTN
[31], which takes a similar approach as I did, connecting to the PSTN using a SIP
trunk. The article, however, is more of a proof of concept, while I describe an entire
service. In particular, the aim of this thesis was to use WebRTC in the context
of customer service rather than as a pure video conferencing solution. The second
article, Design of urban emergency response system based on webRTC and IMS [38],
shows a solution where WebRTC is used together with an IMS to enable PSTN calls
from a website. While also closely related to my work, it focuses on how the service
can be used in emergency situations. Google Scholar returns 237 hits for "WebRTC
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AND PSTN", but many of these articles are not focused on integrating WebRTC
with PSTN and are only touching on the subject.
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3 Implementation
In this section, I explain how I built the WebRTC application using Jitsi Meet.

3.1 Requirements
In order for clients to be able to use the service, it needs to be hosted on a server.
Several Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) cloud providers exist today, which sell computing
resources. Examples include Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure and Google
Cloud. The pricing depends on the amount of resources used and payment plan. At
the time of writing, a Google Cloud instance of type n1-standard-2 (2 virtual CPUs,
7.5GB RAM) and 100GB of non-SSD persistent storage located in Netherlands
costs roughly $60 per month [39]. The most important feature in a real-time
communications service is network bandwidth and low latency. Therefore, the
location of the instance should be of highest value. Test results shown by Jitsi [40]
suggest that a small instance is enough for hosting Jitsi as on a quad-core Intel Xeon
E5-1620 v2 @ 3.70GHz CPU server, for about 20% CPU usage you will be able to
run 1000+ video streams using an average of 550 Mbps. However, this test has not
been verified by the author. Also, in their test scenario Jigasi was not used, and
Jigasi uses some computation resources, since it performs transcoding.

In addition to a server, it should have a public IP address, a registered domain
name and an SSL certificate. A public IP address can usually be purchased from
the cloud provider for a nominal charge. SSL certificates can be relatively costly
depending on the type. For example, a wildcard certificate can cost over $500 per year.
Luckily, the popular Let’s Encrypt12 offers free SSL certificates and are supported by
many applications and operating systems [41]. A domain name can also be purchased
for a nominal fee (less than $10 a year).

To be able to make voice calls to the PSTN, a SIP trunk is needed. SIP trunking
prices usually follow a pay-as-you-go (per minute) charging model. Depending on
the amount of calls and their duration, this easily becomes the highest cost factor.
For example, the pricing of SIP trunking by Telia Finland (Puheväylä) starts from
234e/month, which includes a maximum of 30 simultaneous calls. In addition to the
monthly charge, a one time fee of 525eis charged when first setting up the connection.
Domestic call rates are 0,040e+0,102e/min and international call rates are roughly
between 0,25e/min and 2e/min.

Chrome users are required to install an extension to be able to use screen sharing.
The extension is uploaded to the Chrome Web Store by the application provider,
from where the customer can then install it. The extension allows Chrome to perform
desktop capture on domains specified in the extension. Firefox users can use screen
sharing without the need of installing plugins or extensions.

12https://letsencrypt.org/

https://letsencrypt.org/
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3.2 Architecture
The architecture of the service is composed of three parties: the end-user (customer),
the contact center and the application provider. The application is divided into
several components: the WebRTC application (Jitsi), the web page that wants to
include video calling and an authentication service. These components are deployed
in the cloud.

The high-level overview of the architecture is as follows (see Figure 10). The end
user browses a web page and wants to start a video call with the company’s customer
service. The company has integrated the service into their web application by
including the JavaScript API library in the web application (step 1). The JavaScript
library is hosted and served from a server. To start the video call, the end user
clicks a button on the website (step 2). This triggers an event handler, which loads
a Jitsi Meet video conferencing room into an iframe (step 3). Upon joining the video
conference room, a SIP call is started automatically by another event handler (step
4). First, the SIP call is routed to a SIP trunk, after which the call is forwarded to
the PSTN. As the call reaches the contact center, an agent answers the call (step
5). After answering, a URL is opened in the agent’s browser (step 6). This URL is
the same as the URL that was loaded in the customer’s iframe. Now, the customer
service agent and the customer are connected in a video conference (step 7).

Figure 10: High level architecture.

For security purposes, an authentication service needs to run as a middleware
between the WebRTC application and the company’s web site. Only authenticated
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users are able to use the service and join conference rooms. Otherwise, someone
pretending to be a customer service agent could join the conference room prior to
the real customer service agent. The authentication service is described in detail in
Section 3.4.

Only freeware is used in my implementation. The server’s operating system is
Ubuntu 16.04. Nginx is used for serving files over HTTPS. The back end services
run inside Docker containers. The back end uses Node.js with various packages like
Express. The back end provides endpoints for the authentication service. They
expose ports 3000 and 3001 locally; Nginx proxies certain requests to these ports.
For databases I use Postgres for persistent storage and Redis for fast in-memory
storage. In Postgres, I store information such as user accounts. Redis is used for
mapping phone numbers with room IDs (see Section 3.4). This information is polled
by the customer service agent each time he accepts a call. Both databases also run
inside Docker containers.

3.3 Jitsi modifications
The Jitsi Meet API does not have a function for starting a SIP call. To maximize
the user experience, the SIP call should be started automatically upon joining the
conference. Two viable options to extend this functionality exist: starting the call
from the front end (JavaScript) or modifying Jicofo to start the call from the back
end. A decision was first made to go with the latter option. By implementing it in the
back end, it can be ensured that the call is only started upon creating the conference.
In the front end, information such as how many participants there currently are in
the conference can be accessed, but there is no function to determine whether the
conference has had participants earlier. However, for reasons explained in Section 3.5,
it turned out that the first option was more suitable in the end. As often happens
in software development, a decision between two (or more) options has to be made
quickly, only to realize later that it was not best option. Mistakes like these are part
of the development process and should be taken as a learning opportunity.

Jigasi expects only one SIP account (proxy) to be provided in the configuration.
However, an equal amount of SIP accounts is needed as the number of simultaneous
calls. This is because if the same SIP account is used for two calls, the former call will
be terminated. To be able to support multiple SIP account registrations some changes
are necessary in the Jigasi source code. The SIP account to use in a call is sent from
the JavaScript application to Jicofo over Jingle. The way I implemented this was
to add a sipDestination and a sipSource parameter to the configuration dictionary,
which is provided to JitsiMeetExternalAPI. This change required whitelisting of the
parameters in the Jitsi Meet source code as well as in the lib-jitsi-meet library, which
is a dependency of Jitsi Meet. Consequently, these parameters need to be handled in
the Jicofo application. When Jicofo receives these parameters, it will then set the
’From’ and ’To’ headers accordingly in the DialIq stanza before sending it to Jigasi,
which can then choose the correct SIP account to start the call with. Similarly to
the case in the previous paragraph, later there turned out to be a better solution
than using these unmaintained modifications, described in detail in Section 3.5.
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While the dominant speaker feature in Jitsi is a nice-to-have feature, in my case
it needs to be turned off. This is because I want to show the customer service
agent’s video to the customer. Since the agent’s voice is actually coming from
another participant (the SIP participant) from the application’s point of view, it
will automatically switch the large video to the SIP participant when the agent is
talking. Since the SIP participant is only sending audio, by default only an avatar or
some other image is shown. It is possible to override the dominant speaker feature
by "pinning" a user in the conference. Manually this can be done by clicking the
chosen user’s thumbnail in the conference, but programmatically it is not quite as
simple. The way I implemented it was by extending the Jitsi API so that it exposes
the pinning function. The pinning function requires the unique ID of the conference
participant, which is automatically generated. To be able to identify the agent and
the customer, I use the Jitsi API to assign display names to them. Example display
names could be "Customer service agent" and "Customer". Event listeners are then
setup for display name changes and users joining the conference, checking whether
the display name matches the one that was assigned. If it does, the user is pinned.
The events are implemented by the API library. Another approach would have been
to pin the second user that joins after the customer, because the SIP connection will
always first be established before the agent joins. However, the problem would still
persist for the agent because he would not know the connection times of the other
two participants.

3.4 Security and authentication
Encryption is a mandatory feature of WebRTC, and is enforced on all components,
including signaling mechanisms. As a result, all media streams sent over WebRTC
are securely encrypted, enacted through standardized and well-known encryption
protocols. The encryption protocol used depends on the channel type; data streams
are encrypted using Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS) and media streams
are encrypted using Secure Real-time Transport Protocol (SRTP). [42]

With media stream encryption being taken care of by WebRTC, the developers
only need to make sure that the remaining parts of their application are secure. This
means, e.g., running the application over HTTPS, which is also a requirement for
running WebRTC in Chrome. However, in the case of SIP calls, encryption needs to
be handled separately. This can be done by using SIP over Transport Layer Security
(TLS). More specifically, this means that signaling is done over TLS and media
is sent using SRTP. The encryption keys are exchanged between the client and
the server during the signaling phase, which are then used to encrypt and decrypt
the media packets. Using TLS requires both the client and the server to install
certificates. These can either be self-signed or signed by a valid CA, as long as the
receiver trusts the root certificate. The receiver in this context refers to the server
side when speaking in TLS handshake terms; the client is the one initiating the TLS
connection and the server (receiver) is the one responding. Usually, trusting the root
certificate involves copying it to the receiver’s trusted CA’s directory beforehand.
Since certificates are signed for domains and not IP addresses, the domain needs to
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be either registered or added locally to the sender’s hosts file for correct routing.
One potential security threat when using WebRTC in customer service is the risk

of having a customer service agent impostor that joins the conference room before
the real agent after a customer has initiated a call. At first this threat sounds worse
than what it actually is, because the voice connection is started with the real agent
regardlessly, as it is not manipulable. This is because the VoIP call is initiated by
Jigasi on the server. The impostor would therefore only be able to communicate with
sign language over the video channel, and the real agent could tell the customer to
close the call. Still, this compromises the customer’s privacy and the threat should
be protected from.

One way to deal with this threat is by using web tokens. JSON Web Token
(JWT) [43] is a standardized web token method, which I use in my implementation.
JSON Web Token defines a compact and self-contained way for securely transmitting
information between parties as a JSON object. The self-contained part means that
the payload is encoded with the token itself. While it is possible to encrypt a JWT
to ensure confidentiality, the normal use case of JWTs is only to ensure integrity.
This implies that the JWT should not contain any sensitive information as it can be
read by anyone that gets access to it. Integrity is ensured by having a trusted party
sign the token either using a secret (with the HMAC algorithm) or a public/private
key pair using RSA.

Jitsi Meet supports JWT-protected rooms out-of-the-box. By requiring customer
service agents to provide a valid JWT in order to join a room, the service can be
protected from impostors. The agent can obtain a token, e.g., by logging into a portal
provided by the same party that hosts the WebRTC application. The customer could
also be required to authenticate in order to restrict calling from that website. An
example of a Jitsi JWT payload is given in Listing 8. The room value can be set to
"*" to allow the token holder to join any room.

Listing 8: Jitsi JWT payload example.
{

" aud " : " j i t s i " ,
" i s s " : " my_client " ,
" sub " : " meet . j i t . s i " ,
" room " : " NoImpostorsAllowedHere " ,
" exp " : 1500006923

}
Another simpler way to protect the service from impostors would be to restrict

access for the agent endpoint only to the contact center’s network. This can also be
used in conjunction with JWTs to provide even better security.

Another security issue is related to room IDs and Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks.
Let us imagine the scenario where the room that the customer joins when starting the
call has a static ID. This would allow for only one call at a time, since if more calls
would be made they would join the same room. This kind of logic could work, e.g., in
a shop-in-shop scenario where the company places a computer or a tablet for remote
customer service. Using this approach it is easy to implement the customer service
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agent logic. When the call reaches the agent from the number that identifies this
service, the URL to open is known beforehand, since it is static. If the phone number
would be used as the room identifier, it would be possible to have as many concurrent
calls as the number of available phone numbers (and fixed remote customer service
endpoints). The customer servicee agent would see this number in the contact center
software, and using that information, it would be possible to open the correct URL.
However, if no security measures are taken (like the authentication measure described
earlier), the service becomes very susceptible to both DoS attacks and impostors.

One solution to this problem is to generate a random room ID for each call.
Using this approach it becomes more complex at the customer agent side because
with the information available, the room to join cannot be known. The most
relevant information that the agent has is the number that is used to call from.
By implementing a back end service, which stores the phone number and room ID
mapping when the call is created, it is possible to poll this information from the agent
side. This could just be an endpoint, which redirects the agent to the correct URL.
Of course, this endpoint would have to be static, so it still needs to be protected
by some means. Otherwise, if an attacker would find out this endpoint, he or she
could refresh the page waiting for a customer to have started a call and join the
room before the agent. By combining JSON Web Tokens and random room IDs, the
security threats are effectively taken care of.

Jitsi, Callstats and the web server require certain ports to be opened in the firewall,
both at the contact center side and the client. These are visualized in Figure 11. The
web server runs as customary over HTTPS (TCP port 443). Callstats uses the same
port for both HTTPS as well as WSS (Websockets over SSL/TLS). Jitsi Videobridge
uses TCP port 4443 (default port, customizable) for relaying TCP media and UDP
ports 10000-20000 (also customizable) for relaying media over UDP. Jigasi uses UDP
ports 10000-20000 for the voice media to the SIP trunk. Since WebRTC clients
do not connect directly to the SIP trunk, but rather via the Videobridge, the SIP
trunk’s SBC needs only be configured to allow connections from Jigasi’s IP address.
The signaling port can be customized in Jigasi, but normally ports 5060 and 5061
are used for SIP signaling, so these ports should also be opened at the SBC.

When deploying Jitsi Meet in the cloud as I did, it is important to not forget the
instance’s security group/firewall settings to avoid unnecessary frustration. WebRTC
clients will allocate a random UDP port decided by the operating system for media
transportation. Outbound UDP traffic to any port should therefore be allowed in
the security group. The same ports as described in the previous paragraph should
be opened for inbound traffic. Furthermore, the ports used for SIP signaling should
also be opened in the security groups.

3.5 Issues and workarounds
One problem that I stumbled upon, while testing SIP trunking compatibility with
different providers, was the support for media mixing. A media mixer may combine
different RTP streams into one single RTP stream before forwarding it to the SIP
trunk. Jigasi performs media mixing. The RTP header Contributing Source Identifier
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Figure 11: Ports used in the WebRTC application. SBC and SIP trunk omitted for
brevity.

(CSRC) is used for this purpose to be able to identify which peers contribute to
the RTP packet. This can then be utilized to, e.g., show the audio levels of the
participants. However, not all SIP trunks allow this header. This was found after a
long debugging session of the audio only going from the SIP endpoint to the browser,
but not the other way around. Luckily, although undocumented, CSRC can be
disabled in Jigasi with just a configuration parameter.

Another problem that I ran into was SIP calls dropping automatically after 10-15
minutes. After careful debugging I found that Jigasi did not respond to the SIP
trunk’s Re-INVITE messages, causing the SIP trunk to eventually drop the call. I
had other problems with Jigasi as well, such as no NAT support. Jigasi would send
its private IP address in the Contact and From header fields, causing problems with
signaling. Customization through configuration parameters is also rather limited
in Jigasi - it is likely that you have to modify the source code for customization.
The most serious problem in my case was the lack of support to dynamically set
the From and Contact headers. Without this option it is only possible to place one
SIP call at a time, unless the SIP trunk supports simultaneous calls using the same
number. While I managed to modify Jigasi to use multiple SIP accounts, it was
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more of a hack, and it was a complicated and an unmaintained path. As per the
suggestion of Damian Minkov [44], one of Jitsi’s developers, I ultimately decided
to use Asterisk. Asterisk had already been tested to be compatible with my SIP
trunk, and it is much more sophisticated than Jigasi. Asterisk can handle NAT and
all of the SIP header values can be dynamically configured through so called dial
plans. Using this approach, I could register Jigasi with Asterisk and Asterisk with
the SIP trunk. This removed the need of modifying Jigasi and allowed me to use it
the intended way: with only one SIP registrar.

After the decision of using Asterisk together with Jigasi, there was no more a
need for Jicofo to define the From header value in the DialIQ stanza. Because of
this, the SIP call initiation was changed to start from the front end and use the
unmodified upstream version of Jicofo instead. The decision was made to minimize
errors and instabilities due to custom modifications to Jicofo. Having the upstream
version also simplifies updating and the installation process. Since it is only possible
to control the To SIP header when initiating the call in Jitsi Meet, the simplest
workaround was to include the source number in the destination number. For
example, by prepending the source number to the destination number, it is possible
to specify in the Asterisk dial plan to extract the source number and use it in the
From and Contact headers. The dial function exists in the Jitsi Meet internal API as
APP.conference._room.dial(number). Using the internal API introduces Cross-Origin
Resource Sharing (CORS) issues, and to avoid that, I added the function to the
external API. The API is used to embed the iframe and provides various event
listeners and commands. The added function is a small change, which is unlikely
to cause merge conflicts when updating the application, and is unlikely to break
anything.

If Asterisk is installed in the same local network as Jigasi, then encryption needs
only be taken care of by Asterisk. SIP over TLS and SRTP are supported by Asterisk.
However, should Jigasi and Asterisk be deployed in different networks, then the
connection between them needs to be encrypted as well. In my case, they were
installed on the same server.
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4 Measurements
As previously mentioned, the video stream and the audio stream travel different
paths, i.e., the former travels over the Internet while the latter travels over both the
Internet and the PSTN. As such it is difficult, if not impossible, to synchronize the
video and audio, at least on the customer service agent side. In theory, it would
be possible to synchronize the agent’s video and audio for the WebRTC endpoints
at the media router by buffering and combining the streams. This would require a
way to identify that the SIP endpoint is the same as one of the WebRTC endpoints.
However, for the customer service agent, it is non-trivial to synchronize the sources.
The only way that I see possible is that the media router would get latency feedback
from the customer service agent, both from the audio and the video. Then, the
media router could buffer the stream with lower latency to match the other stream’s
latency. However, this approach is more of a hack, since network conditions will vary.

Measuring the latency of the browser-to-browser connection is fairly straight-
forward. In Chrome, there is a chrome://webrtc-internals page, which collects
data of WebRTC sessions using the getStats API and outputs logs and graphs. One
measurement is googCurrentDelayMs, which measures the total delay of a received
stream, i.e., the network delay, jitter and rendering delay. For the audio, however,
there is no "good" way to measure the latency, as it is not purely VoIP. Since RTP
packets are transformed into Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) signals at some
point after the SIP trunk, it is not possible to calculate the end-to-end latency using
only RTP/RTCP like in the case of video. Furthermore, since one of the endpoints
is a phone which is connected to the PSTN, there are no packets to measure on the
device. This rules out the possibility of recording the time of sent RTP packets and
the time of the corresponding received packets.

In order to evaluate how big of a problem the desynchronization is, I performed
latency measurement tests. Tests were performed following the one-to-one customer
service call scenario: the customer, who only uses a browser and WebRTC, and the
agent, who uses a browser for the video connection using WebRTC and a phone for
the audio. A few different scenarios were decided to be tested. There are basically
two factors, which affect latency that can be controlled. The first and primary factor
is the audio codec used at the WebRTC endpoint. Transcoding adds latency, so it
would be best to use the same codec along the entire transportation path. The SIP
trunk that I use supports only PCMA, which is also used in the PSTN, so the least
latency can be expected with that codec. I will compare the result with Opus, which
does require transcoding. The second factor that can affect latency is hardware.
Encoding and decoding media streams is processor intensive operation, so having
less powerful hardware will add latency. Of course, the computation power needed
is directly proportional to the video resolution. I tested the impact of hardware on
video latency with the help of virtual machines with different configurations. The
tests were performed under normal network conditions with 25Mbps downlink and
10Mbps uplink speed.

The methodology of the audio media latency measurement test was as follows

chrome://webrtc-internals
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(see Figure 12 for a visualization of the setup). First, VB-Audio Virtual Cable13

was installed, which creates a virtual audio input device and a virtual audio output
device and links them. In the VB-Audio Virtual Cable options, I set the internal
sampling rate to 44100Hz, sample format to 16 bits and the max latency to 1024
samples. This allowed me to play a media file as input in a WebRTC call. Secondly,
Audacity14 was also installed to be able to record both input and output media at
the same time in separate media tracks, allowing me to more easily determine the
latency between them. In Audacity, it is possible to generate a rhythm track, which
I configured to play one single "tap" sound. I used this track as the media file for
measuring the latency, since it was an easy and effective way to measure it compared
to, e.g., a speech file or a music file. I set the recording sampling rate to 44100Hz,
sample format to 16 bits and sample rate conversion to medium quality. MME was
selected as the audio host. Thirdly, the smartphone, which received the call, was
connected with an audio cable to the computer’s Line In jack. This way, I was able
to use the smartphone’s audio output as the input in Audacity. I then generated the
rhythm track in Audacity and set the virtual output device as the playback device.
Then, when I started recording (step 1), Audacity started playing the audio file,
which was forwarded to the virtual microphone, which I had selected as the input in
Jitsi Meet. Consequently, when the media reached the smartphone, it was forwarded
to the Line In input and recorded by Audacity (step 2), as visualized in Figure 13.

Mobile phone
Audacity

Virtual Audio Cable

1. Start recording

Line In 

Laptop

2. Capture phone's output

Virtual speaker Virtual microphone
Jitsi Meet

Figure 12: Audio latency measurement test setup. The media flow follows the
direction of the arrows, starting from Audacity.

It is important to note that the virtual audio cable introduces software latency,
which also needs to be measured and accounted for. The signals recorded by Audacity
are not identical because of errors happening, e.g., in the transportation layer. The
delay is also not constant. It follows from this that it is not trivial, if not impossible,

13https://www.vb-audio.com
14https://www.audacityteam.org/

https://www.vb-audio.com
https://www.audacityteam.org/
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Figure 13: Audacity recording with the rhythm track in the first track and the
phone’s output in the second track.

to compute the delay between the signals accurately. One possible option to compute
the delay is to export the double channel audio file in Audacity, import it in Matlab
and use the finddelay function. However, it should be noted that this function returns
the lowest delay between the signals where the cross-correlation is maximum, which
might not be the most optimal measurement. Another option is to determine the
latency visually in Audacity. This can be done by choosing a feature in the first signal,
which is easily distinguishable in the second signal, and visually estimating the delay
between these two points (see Figures 14 and 15). While neither of these options are
perfect, they should be accurate enough to get a realistic comparison between the
audio and video delay. I mainly relied on Matlab to compute the delay and doing a
sanity check on the value by visually determining the latency from Audacity. The
test was performed 30 times from which various statistics were calculated: mean
value, median and standard deviation.

Figure 14: Recognizing the same signal point in both tracks and selecting the area
between them.

The video latency was measured separately between two machines. One machine
stayed unmodified throughout the tests, using a video file as its input in the WebRTC
session. This is possible by starting Chrome with the flags –use-fake-device-for-media-
stream and –use-file-for-fake-video-capture with a YUV4MPEG2 (Y4M) formatted
video file. The video files used in the tests were the 480p and 1080p versions of the

Figure 15: Reading the length of the selection.
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Sintel trailer, downloaded from Xiph.org15. The other machine, my System Under
Test (SUT), used the same video file as its input but with varying VM configurations.
Using a web camera as the input rather than a video file could make the results
inconsistent because the content would vary between tests. The latency was computed
by downloading the session logs from chrome://webrtc-internals and reading the
JSON file. This process was automated by using the Selenium JavaScript bindings; see
Appendix A for the script used. The latency was read from the googCurrentDelayMs
metric, which in addition to network latency takes into account jitter and decoding
latency. In other words, it is the time taken from the time that the packet is sent
to the time that it is displayed on the receiver’s display. I measured the average
and median latency along with the standard deviation. Additionally, the percentage
of valid values was also calculated (presented as "Valid" in the results). When the
received video stream is frozen, the googCurrentDelayMs values are 0. Experiments
showed that the value 21 was also frequently reported when the video stream was
frozen. As a result, I filtered out all values lower than 30, as experiments showed
that no valid values were this low. The "Valid" value was then calculated as the
length of the filtered array divided by the length of the original array. For the 1080p
tests I used three VM configurations: four, two and one CPU core(s). In the 480p
tests I used only one and two CPU core(s).

To measure the impact of video codec used, I ran tests with both VP8 and H.264.
With hardware acceleration disabled, it is expected that the latencies are similar.
Unfortunately, although the Jitsi documentation says otherwise, the Videobridge
support for H.264 seems to be broken. When forcing Jitsi Meet to use H.264 via the
Videobridge, no picture was shown. The application showed that the remote peer
was having connectivity issues. Therefore, I was forced to use peer-to-peer (p2p)
mode in the H.264 tests. However, this did not affect the latency much at all, since
my cloud provider was physically located in Helsinki, where I also ran the tests from.
I verified that the difference was negligible by also measuring the VP8 delay in p2p,
and comparing the results with the delay using the Videobridge.

The test was run for 10 minutes in each scenario. The resulting JSON file was
read afterwards to calculate the mean, median and standard deviation of the latency.
For visualizing the latency, I used Philipp Hancke’s webrtc-internals visualization
tool16. The tool imports a webrtc-internals generated log file and visualizes it using
the Highcharts17 JavaScript library.

The second set of tests performed was the setup time of the call. I define the
setup time as the time between the moment that the click-to-call button is clicked
and the moment that the customer service agent’s video stream is added to the
customer’s HTML DOM. The majority of the setup time will go to routing the SIP
call over to the PSTN and finally to the phone. The other part of the setup time
will go to the agent joining the conference room and connecting the participants. To
ignore external factors, these parts were measured independently. I also measured
how using a Voice over Long-Term Evolution (VoLTE) connection affects the setup

15https://media.xiph.org/
16https://fippo.github.io/webrtc-dump-importer/
17https://www.highcharts.com/

chrome://webrtc-internals
https://media.xiph.org/
https://fippo.github.io/webrtc-dump-importer/
https://www.highcharts.com/
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time of the SIP call, compared to a normal 3G mobile network connection.
The tests were done in a similar fashion as the latency test: I recorded the

phone’s audio output to identify when the signaling is reached the phone. When the
signaling reaches the phone, it will start playing a ringing tone, which I captured.
If the recording is started at the same time that the call is initiated, i.e., when the
API call is sent to Jigasi, the setup time will be the time passed at the moment the
ringing tone is seen in the recording. In order to get a reliable enough result, the
test was done 20 times and statistical data was gathered. The setup time of the
video connection was taken from the Callstats dashboard, which outputs both the
setup delay (ICE gathering and ICE connectivity delay) as well as something that
Callstats calls Time To First Media (TTFM): the first media stream track to start
media playback [45]. I used the former metric as the setup delay. Unfortunately,
Callstats does not output other statistics than the mean value. Because of this, the
test was performed 100 times in order to get a reliable mean value.

Two different machines were used in the tests. The SUT was a desktop equipped
with an Intel Core i5-2500K quad core CPU with a maximum clock of 4.4Ghz and
8GB DDR3 1600MHz RAM. In order to simulate different hardware configurations,
I used Oracle VM VirtualBox18. The host machine was running Windows 10 64-bit,
whereas Ubuntu 16.0.4 was used in the guest machine. In VirtualBox it is possible to
limit the number of CPU cores used in the guest machine, thus allowing for different
configurations. Unfortunately, VirtualBox does not support 2D hardware acceleration
in Linux guest systems, so the tests were run without hardware acceleration. The
other machine was an Acer Travelmate X349-M ultrabook, equipped with an Intel
Core i5-7200U dual core CPU with a maximum clock of 3.1GHz, 8GB DDR4 2133MHz
RAM and an integrated Intel HD Graphics 620 graphics card. The graphics card
supports hardware acceleration for both VP8 and H.264.

4.1 Results
The virtual cable delay was measured 115 ms by playing an audio file with the virtual
speaker as the playback device and recording the input from the virtual input device.
The resulting audio file with two channels was then exported and imported into
Matlab. Finally, the delay was calculated using the finddelay function.

Codec VoLTE Delay (mean) Median Standard deviation
Opus ✓ 339 ms 344 ms 10,1 ms
Opus × 390 ms 388 ms 13,6 ms

PCMA × 318 ms 316 ms 8,3 ms

Table 1: Media delay results.

In Table 1, the audio media delay results are shown. Scatter plots of the mea-
surements are presented in Figure 16.

18https://www.virtualbox.org/

https://www.virtualbox.org/
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(a) Media delay of Opus with VoLTE connection.

(b) Media delay of Opus with 3G connection.

(c) Media delay of PCMA with 3G connection.

Figure 16: Media delay results.

In Table 2, the signaling delays are presented, along with their scatter plots in
Figure 17. The average setup delay of the Jitsi Meet conference was 430ms.

Video latency statistics are shown in Table 3. Figures 19-22 show how the
googCurrentDelayMs value behaves over time in all the tests. A bar graph of the
average latency is given in Figure 18.
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VoLTE Delay (mean) Median Standard deviation
✓ 3,257 s 3,325 s 0,359 s
× 6,016 s 6,043 s 0,681 s

Table 2: Signaling delay results.

CPU cores Resolution Mean latency Median latency Std Valid
4 1080p 112,9 ms 114 ms 12,2 ms 99.8%
2 1080p 155,3 ms 158 ms 23,7 ms 99.8%
1 1080p 172,7 ms 179,5 ms 37,4 ms 8%
1 1080p (p2p) 185,4 ms 187 ms 32,8 ms 92%
2 480p 70,3 ms 70 ms 14,2 ms 98.5%
1 480p 74,4 ms 77 ms 13,8 ms 99.1%

(a) VP8 video latency results.
CPU cores Resolution Mean latency Median latency Std Valid

4 1080p 139,7 ms 141 ms 24,1 ms 99.8%
2 1080p 145,5 ms 150 ms 32 ms 99.8%
1 1080p 173,2 ms 170 ms 29,9 ms 99.3%
2 480p 69,4 ms 64 ms 15,8 ms 99.7%
1 480p 77,8 ms 72 ms 19,5 ms 99.4%

(b) H.264 video latency results (p2p).

Table 3: Video latency test results.
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(a) VoLTE signaling delay.

(b) 3G signaling delay.

Figure 17: Signaling delays results.
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(a) Mean latency test results with 1080p resolution.
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(b) Mean latency test results with 480p resolution.

Figure 18: Mean latency comparison.
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(a) 1 core

(b) 2 cores

(c) 4 cores

Figure 19: Received video stream delay over time (VP8, 1080p).
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(a) 1 core

(b) 2 cores

(c) 4 cores

Figure 20: Received video stream delay over time (H.264, 1080p).
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(a) 1 core

(b) 2 cores

Figure 21: Received video stream delay over time (VP8, 480p).
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(a) 1 core

(b) 2 cores

Figure 22: Received video stream delay over time (H.264, 480p).
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5 Discussion
The audio media delay tests show that the delay is rather high (roughly 300-400 ms),
with VoLTE lowering the delay by approximately 50 ms compared to a non-VoLTE
connection. Using PCMA and thus avoiding transcoding, the delay is roughly 70
ms lower compared to the delay of Opus. PCMA over VoLTE should be expected
to have a latency of roughly 270 ms (50 ms lower compared to the 3G connection
latency). The telephone industry standard specified in ITU-T G.114 [46] recommends
the maximum desired one-way delay be no more than 150 milliseconds. However, a
one-way delay of up to 400 ms can be considered acceptable according to the E-model
[47]. The tests show that the delays are still within the acceptable range of 400 ms,
but the latency definitely leaves room for improvement.

The end-to-end signaling delay of the SIP call was heavily impacted by the type
of connection. With a VoLTE connection, the delay was almost half of the delay
compared to a 3G connection (3,257 s vs 6,016 s). Furthermore, the variance of the
VoLTE signaling delay was also roughly half of the 3G connection (0,359 s vs 0,681
s). To reiterate, the signaling delay is the time spent between the time that the call
is initiated to the time that the phone starts ringing. This is the minimum time that
the customer has to wait before being connected to the customer service agent. To
achieve good user experience it would be wise to use a VoLTE connection, but also
to show some kind of feedback to the user during the signaling (instead of showing,
e.g., a blank screen).

The average setup duration of the Jitsi Meet conference was 430 ms. This is the
minimum time taken to see the other participant’s video stream after the call has
been accepted. Thus, the average total setup time is 3,687 s when using a VoLTE
connection and 6,446 s when using a 3G connection.

From Table 3, it can be seen that for 1080p resolution computation power plays
a big role. The more cores that were available, the lower the latency. It can also
be seen that the variance is larger with lower computation power. One interesting
observation is that with only one CPU core and VP8 codec, the received video stream
froze most of the time if media was relayed by the Videobridge, causing a low "valid"
value. However, if the media was sent peer-to-peer, the stream did not freeze and
so the number of valid values were quite normal (92% vs 8%). It seems that the
Videobridge decides to pause the video when the quality is too low, causing this
disparity. Another interesting observation is that the p2p delay is actually slightly
higher compared to the relayed connection. This is due to statistical inaccuracy, as
it is impossible for relayed traffic to be faster than p2p. Still, this shows that the
H.264 tests are comparable to the VP8 tests, despite the first being sent p2p and
the second relayed.

It is worth mentioning that in all the 1080p tests, Chrome automatically lowered
the resolution of the sent video stream to 480p because it identified a shortage of
computation resources. However, the received video stream was of resolution 1080p
throughout the test. In the 480p tests even a single core was enough for a smooth
experience, and latency was significantly lower compared to the 1080p tests. Unlike
in the case of 1080p, the number of cores did not affect latency significantly. It is
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obvious from these results that software encoding and decoding is a very expensive
operation. Offloading the CPU by using hardware acceleration would likely affect
the results significantly. At the very least, it would allow both sending and receiving
1080p resolutions; in what degree it affects the latency is subject for further work.

Figures 19-22 show how the current delay in the 10-minute long tests behave
over time. The graphs look like expected with constant small changes and occasional
larger changes. The only exception is in the case of one core and 1080p resolution
using the VP8 codec (Figure 19a), which gets frozen due to lack of computation
power. Larger changes can be related to network congestion or scene changes in
the video. When two consecutive video frames are completely different, information
from the previous frame cannot be utilized when decoding the next frame (see [48]
for more details about inter- and intra-frames). In this case the sender has to send
more data, incurring more processing delay at the receiver. This, among with other
factors, causes the googCurrentDelayMs value to grow. On the other hand, when two
consecutive frames do not differ by much, the information from the previous frame
can be utilized and the delay can be kept low.

It should also be noted that latency alone does not tell the whole story. For
example, in the peer-to-peer case of one core and 1080p resolution, the presented data
gives the impression that the quality could be acceptable. In reality, however, the
received number of frames per second were on average 5 or lower. Therefore, these
tests results should not be as a quality measure, but solely as latency measurements.

With these latency measurements at hand, a quick calculation shows that audio
lags behind video by roughly 150-320 ms, depending on configuration, hardware
and network conditions. There exists several recommendations by various standard
bodies, such as ITU, the European Broadcast Union (EBU), and the Advanced
Television Systems Committee (ATSC), regarding the maximum allowed differen-
tial delay between audio and video to maintain an acceptable quality [49][50][51].
Further studies have also been made on the subject [52][53][54][55], suggesting more
relaxed thresholds. See Figure 23 for a graphical representation of different lip sync
detectability thresholds defined by different studies and standards. The acceptable
thresholds defined by the ITU range between -185 ms and +90 ms, where a positive
value indicates that sound is leading vision and a negative value vice versa. EBU
and ATSC define stricter thresholds; -60 ms and +40 ms respective -45 ms and +15
ms. From these values it can be observed that it is more tolerable for the brain when
audio is delayed w.r.t. video than the other way around. In the study conducted by
Staelens et al. [52], whose test subjects consisted of both experts and non-experts, it
is concluded that "the majority of the interpreters do not perceive lip sync problems
when the differential delay between audio and video remains below 240 ms". In
the study, the commonly used staircase method [56] was disregarded in favour of
randomly inserted delays, to avoid test subjects being able to anticipate delays.
Using the 240 ms threshold value as my reference point, it can be concluded that
the WebRTC service is able to achieve the acceptable differential delay. However,
the 150-320 ms range exceeds the 240 ms threshold almost as much as it does not.
It is worth pointing out that in the aforementioned studies, the latency tests were
not performed using a real-time video, but using a pre-recorded video. It can be
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argued that users are more tolerable to audio/video differential delays in real-time
communications, as it can be somewhat expected. Nevertheless, the service leaves
room for improvement regarding the audio/video differential delay.

Figure 23: Graphical representation of the different audio/video delay and lip sync
detectability thresholds as identified by several standard bodies and already conducted
research. [52]
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6 Summary
In this thesis, I explained the essentials of WebRTC and VoIP, such as signaling
protocols, the PSTN and SIP trunking, contact center software and the WebRTC
API itself. I presented an implementation of a WebRTC application which connects
to the PSTN by using a SIP trunk. The primary use case of this application is
customer service. By integrating the presented application, companies can add video
calls to their customer service directly in their web sites. Open source software (Jitsi,
in particular) enabled to build the applications effortlessly, with a few modifications
required on the way to make it suitable for this specific use case.

Because audio and video travel through different channels in the application, lip
sync is an issue, since the communication happens in real-time. WebRTC (with
the help of RTP/RTCP) is smart enough to handle lip sync automatically when
both streams originates from the same source as long as they are sent entirely over
RTP. However, from the application’s point of view, audio and video originate from
different sources, even though they originate from the same physical person. The
audio is sent over the PSTN partly, so relying on WebRTC to do the lip sync is not
possible. I performed latency tests on both the audio and video in order to determine
how big of a problem the audio/video differential delay is. Test results show that
there is a rather significant differential delay between the audio and video (150-320
ms). Luckily, the audio is delayed more than the video, which is less confusing for the
human brain than the other way around, according to various studies. The range lies
partly within the 240 ms threshold defined by a study, that was used as my reference
point. It is recommended to use a VoLTE connection and a codec supported by the
SIP trunk to avoid transcoding in order to minimize audio latency.

Future research could be done on how to achieve lower audio latency when making
a call with WebRTC to the PSTN. Examples of how to do this could be to compare
different SIP trunks and to try different frameworks. One interesting study would be
to measure the latency when using the JsSIP library. This would enable connecting
to the SIP trunk directly from the browser without having additional hops between.
Other research could be to measure the video quality when using Jitsi Videobridge
to relay the media. In this thesis, I only measured the latency and how it behaves in
different configurations, but it would be interesting to know how often the resolution
gets scaled down or how often the video freezes. It would also be interesting to
interview real customers of the service regarding the quality to get subjective feedback
as well.
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A Appendix
/**

This script does the following:
1. Opens a Chrome window with a video file specified as its

input for WebRTC sessions↪→

2. Waits for another peer to join the channel
3. Sleeps for 10 minutes while chrome://webrtc-internals

collects data↪→

4. Downloads the webrtc-internals dumps
5. Moves the downloaded file to the script folder
6. Hangs up the conference
7. Analyzes the dump file by reading the googCurrentDelayMs

values and outputting statistical data↪→

*/
const webdriver = require('selenium-webdriver');
const { By, wait, until } = webdriver;
const chrome = require('selenium-webdriver/chrome');
const path = require('path');
const fs = require('fs-extra');
const os = require('os');
const math = require('mathjs');

(async function main() {
const dumpName = 'dump_480p_1core_vp8_jvb.json';
const file = path.join(__dirname,

'/media/sintel_trailer_2k_480p24.y4m');↪→

const duration = 10*60*1000;
await latencyTest(dumpName, file, duration);
await analyzeDump(`dumps/${dumpName}`);

})();

async function latencyTest(dumpName, file, duration) {
const chromeOptions = new chrome.Options();
const args = [

'use-fake-device-for-media-stream',
'use-fake-ui-for-media-stream',
`use-file-for-fake-video-capture=${file}`

];

args.forEach(a => {
chromeOptions.addArguments(a);

});
let driver = await new webdriver.Builder()

.forBrowser('chrome')
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.setChromeOptions(chromeOptions)

.build();
try {

const resolution = 480;
const p2p = false;
const configParams =

`config.constraints.video.height.ideal=${resolution}&
config.resolution=${resolution}&config.p2p.enabled=${p2p}`;

await driver.get('chrome://webrtc-internals');
let url =

`https://my.jitsi.hostname/selenium?
#config.startWithAudioMuted=true&${configParams}`;

await driver.executeScript(`window.open('${url}')`);
await driver.sleep(5000);
let tabs = await driver.getAllWindowHandles();
await driver.switchTo().window(tabs[1]);
await waitForOtherParticipant(driver);
await driver.sleep(duration);
await driver.switchTo().window(tabs[0]);
await driver.executeScript(

"document.querySelector('button').click()");
await driver.sleep(2000);
await moveWebrtcDump(dumpName);
await driver.switchTo().window(tabs[1]);
await driver.executeScript('window.APP.conference.hangup()');
await driver.sleep(2000);

} finally {
await driver.quit();

}
};

async function moveWebrtcDump(dest) {
await fs.move(path.join(os.homedir(),

'/Downloads/webrtc_internals_dump.txt'),↪→

path.join(__dirname, 'dumps', dest), { overwrite: true });
}

async function waitForOtherParticipant(driver) {
await

driver.wait(until.elementLocated(By.css("[id^=participant_]")),
10000);

↪→

↪→

}

async function analyzeDump(path) {
await fs.readFile(path, 'utf-8', (err, data) => {
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if (err) throw err;
const arr = JSON.parse(data).PeerConnections;
let searching = true;
let ssrc = null;
let vals = null;
for (obj in arr) {

console.log('Searching for correct ssrc..');
for (field in arr[obj]['stats']) {

ssrc = field.match(/(.*)_recv-googCurrentDelayMs/);
if (ssrc) {

// ssrc can be either audio or video, let's check if it
has a video specific property↪→

if (arr[obj]['stats'].hasOwnProperty(
`${ssrc[1]}_recv-googFrameHeightReceived`)) {
// Check if most values are equal, skip in that case
vals = JSON.parse(arr[obj]['stats'][field]['values']);
if (vals.slice(10).every( (val, i, arr) => val ===

arr[0] )) {↪→

continue;
}
if (vals.some(v => v > 0)) {

console.log(`Found the correct ssrc: ${ssrc[1]}`);
searching = false;

}
}

}
if (!searching) {

break;
}

}
}
if (searching) {

throw 'No valid entries found!';
}
console.log(vals);
const delays_filtered = vals.filter(elm => elm > 30);
console.log(`Mean: ${math.mean(delays_filtered)}`);
console.log(`Median: ${math.median(delays_filtered )}`);
console.log(`Standard deviation:

${math.std(delays_filtered)}`);↪→

console.log('Valid values: ' +
delays_filtered.length/vals.length);↪→

})
}
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